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Use of Member Data 
 

PHI & PII 

Personally Identifiable Information (PII) and Personal Health Information (PHI) are among our 

member’s most vital and sensitive data assets. Without our members’ trust we have no 

business. Our mission and viability depend on CoverUS upholding the highest standards of user 

control, data minimization, right to be forgotten, enthusiastic consent, and security. 

Regulatory compliance 

CoverUS is fully conversant with applicable regulatory regimes that apply to its members and 

the data we request and store on them, and meets or exceeds all applicable regulations. 

Regimes include but are not limited to HIPAA, GDPR, CCPA. CoverUS retains expert outside 

consulting and auditing on such compliance. 

User control 

All PII/PHI we request from users is connected through trusted 3rd-party systems (e.g. Apple 

Health Records, Digi.me) that import and store the data on behalf of the user in 

cryptographically secure data storage under the user’s control. The CoverUS app must request 

access to the data from this user-controlled data store with full clarity as to what data is 

requested, for what period of time, and for what purpose. Users can revisit and revoke the 

CoverUS app’s permissions to their PHI data at any time. 

Data minimization 

● CoverUS only accesses the minimum PII/PHI data necessary to deliver specific service 

features to the user. 

● Unless required by a service feature and explicitly consented by a member, CoverUS 

does not copy PHI to its systems. Rather, we use the PHI to derive higher-level profile 

information, and store that profile information on members’ behalf. 

Right to be forgotten 

CoverUS users can enforce their right to be forgotten (as defined under GDPR) by: 

● Revoking their consent for CoverUS app to access their PHI at any time. 

● Deleting their CoverUS user account and CoverUS will remove all their data from 

systems that we control. 
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Enthusiastic Consent 

● CoverUS always asks explicit permission to access PHI 

● Even when user consents, the consent is time-limited - there is no ‘forever’ consent. The 

app knows when the consent duration for a particular permission expires, and goes back 

to the user to reaffirm they want to continue sharing that data. 

● Users can inspect all their consented sharing at any time. 

Security 

Authentication & authorization 

Securing users’ identities and login credentials is fundamental to maintaining security & privacy. 

Thus CoverUS app and platform employ user authentication and authorization systems that: 

● Hold ISO 27001 and 27018, and SOC 2 Type II attestations & certifications 

● Comply with EU-US Privacy Shield, HIPAA, and GDPR  

● Leverage industry-standard security techniques e.g. encryption-at-rest and in-transit, 

endpoint protection, and DDoS protection 

Data storage & control 
● CoverUS member PHI is stored in separate, trusted 3rd party services under user 

control, not under CoverUS control. CoverUS continually evaluates such services to 

protect user data 

Software Development 

● The CoverUS app and cloud systems are engineered according to SSDLC (Secure 

Software Development Lifecycle) principles. 

Security Culture 
● CoverUS personnel policies instill a robust security culture and include mobile device 

management and ongoing security training for all employees. 
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Blockchain Technology 

There is a lot of confusion around the term ‘blockchain technology’ – the term is too broad. We 

will break it down into specific technologies and explore how CoverUS intends to use each. 

Public Blockchain 

A public blockchain is a distributed, immutable, digital ledger of transactions. Essentially, a 

public blockchain is a distributed database of transactions, with a very high degree of data 

integrity, whose transactions follow publicly verifiable rules, and which is outside of the control of 

any single entity. The computers that control the blockchain are distributed worldwide and can 

be operated by anyone - the software governing the particular chain protocol ensures the 

integrity of the data. Examples of public blockchains are Bitcoin & Ethereum. 

 

Placing PHI on a public blockchain would violate a person’s privacy and likely provisions under 

HIPAA. Even if the person consented to this, it’s impossible to foresee future privacy impacts of 

having data permanently public (and unalterable) in this manner. CoverUS will never place 

members’ PHI on a public blockchain 

Transparency & Public Blockchains 

Public blockchains can play a powerful role in demonstrating transparency and guaranteeing 

that certain rules were followed in transactions. CoverUS is exploring how it might leverage 

public blockchains for the following use cases: 

● Demonstrate CoverUS is meeting its stated agreements (e.g. % commission, proper 

payouts to members) 

● Record of consent: Demonstrate CoverUS & its corporate customers are abiding by the 

data sharing permissions stipulated by members. E.G. if a member ‘grant’ to CoverUS to 

access certain data is set to expire after 90 days, we could create a ledger transaction to 

prove that CoverUS surrendered access to that data after the mandated time – without 

revealing the member’s identity or the data itself. 

 We are continuing to research this technology and have no immediate product 

plans to place any transactions on a public chain. 

Cryptocurrency Rewards Points 

CoverUS users may earn an in-app currency called CoverCash in exchange for their 

engagement. CoverCash is a rewards point currency. We intend to implement CoverCash with 

existing cryptocurrency technology which makes it easy to give each member a points wallet, 

control and monitor the supply of rewards points, interoperate with other networks to redeem 

rewards points, and provide transparency and accountability to the rewards point system. 

 

We are still evaluating options for implementation of the rewards points – one attractive 

option is a system built on the Stellar network. 

https://www.stellar.org/

